Savagery in the Subway
by Earl P. Holt III

In 2017, a 22-year-old n*gger named Frederick Demond Scott murdered
five middle-aged white men in the Kansas City area. He was charged in
two killings and named as a suspect in three more. His victims were
strangers between the ages of 54 and 67, most of whom were fatally shot
in the back by this cowardly and sub-human example of a truly underevolved species.
According to court records, in 2014 Scott threatened to shoot up a school
and “kill all white people,” but was not arrested for terrorist threats
because of NIGGER SKIN PRIVILEGE. As if scripted by the Jews’ Media,
Kansas City police said they “did not know if the shootings were racially
motivated.” One genius police spokeswoman stated she “saw no clear
motive” for the killings.
Now we learn that the nigger who engaged in a terrorist attack on the
New York City subway system in April had a dozen prior arrests and
made many racist and public rants that would have landed any white
man behind bars faster than the January 6ers. Frank R. James -- just one
more fat, ugly nigger loser -- engaged in a premeditated effort to massmurder total strangers on the NYC subway system.
James had a long history of racist rants, and like most niggers, he was
"too smart by half" because the smoke bombs he detonated to create
confusion appear to have obscured his own vision, so he had no kills
about which to brag to his fellow lifers in prison. He nevertheless fired
33 rounds from a handgun until it jammed, and managed to shoot 10
people and injure 19 more victims in his terrorist attack.
In 2006, this ape wrote about the need for his fellow black savages to
"kill all whiteys," and routinely demonstrated a Marxist, racist and anti-

Trump obsession. His Facebook page routinely voiced extreme
viewpoints that talked about shooting people, with many posts
sympathetic to "black nationalism." His posts also supported the Black
Liberation Army, Black Lives Matter, and even praised Cuban dictator
Fidel Castro.
James also praised his fellow nigger in Dallas who murdered five police
officers in 2016, and in a YouTube rant called 9-11 "the most beautiful
day, probably in the history of this f*cking world."
The saga of Frank R. James illustrates many principles. First, racist black
savages must literally attempt mass-murder of innocent citizens before
they get even a hint of scrutiny from federal law enforcement because
of Nigger Skin Privilege. Afterwards, the Jews' Media obscure their
race, lest the public get the wrong idea about Africanus criminalis.
Second, our thoroughly politicized, corrupt and incompetent FBI and
Justice Departments have wasted enormous time and resources
employing agents provocateur to entrap or investigate law-abiding
"white nationalists" like myself, while allowing dangerous and violent
black savages to run amuck with impunity.
Third, their lower IQ prevents most blacks from ever recognizing all that
whites have done to try to civilize them. Since the mid-1960s, we've
spent at least $25 TRILLION to feed them, clothe them, house them,
and try to educate their bastards. We even give them endless
advantages over whites in employment and admissions, all to no avail.
In return, whites receive nothing but violence, property crime, vote
fraud, jury nullification and endless complaints that we aren't doing
enough for them. Their unprecedented indulgence by white society has
merely ensured that most blacks will remain children THEIR ENTIRE
LIVES.

Frank James ranted the following in a Facebook post: “...the vast
majority of people, white mother-f*ckers are racist.” If that assertion is
correct, can there be any doubt as to why that's the case???

